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Abstract. Here we show that if we insert context-dependent local unitary evolutions into the spatial (i.e. normal)
Bell–Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt (Bell-CHSH) test, then it is possible to violate the space–time Bell-CHSH
inequality maximally (i.e. up to 4). The correct context dependency
can be achieved via post-selection. However,
√
this does not contradict the Tsirelson quantum bound (2 2), because the latter has been derived without taking
into consideration the context-dependent unitary evolutions and/or post-selection. As an important application,
this leads to a more efﬁcient (in terms of resource (singlets) and classical communication) and more sensitive (to
eavesdropping) quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol, compared to Ekert’s and Wigner’s QKD protocols.
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1. Introduction
‘Correlations cry out for explanation’ – Bell [1].
Assuming superquantum correlations (Popescu–
Rohrlich (PR) box) and no signalling (i.e. superluminal
communication is not possible), Popescu and Rohrlich
[2] have shown that one can violate Bell’s inequality [3–5] up to its algebraic bound (i.e. 4). Cabello
[6] has also proposed a post-selection (on GHZ state)based Bell test to achieve an algebraic bound. Here we
propose yet another scheme to achieve the same. In
the spatial (i.e. normal) Bell–Clauser–Horne–Shimony–
Holt (Bell-CHSH) test, there is no unitary evolution.
Alice and Bob randomly choose their observables and
directly measure them locally on their respective entangled qubit states. As entangled particles are correlated
over space in spite of measurement events being spacelike separated (non-local correlation), the correlation
between Alice’s
and Bob’s measurement outcomes can
√
go up to 2 2, thereby violating the local realistic bound
2 [5].
Here we show that it is possible to√boost the correlation over space (which led to 2 2) further via
context-dependent local unitary evolutions. But this
0123456789().: V,-vol

requires for Bob to know what Alice has measured
(i.e. Alice’s choice of her observable only, but not
her outcome of measuring the corresponding observable), which is not possible unless Alice can signal Bob
(because they are space-like separated) [7]. Hence, to
avoid the need for signalling, we provide an alternative
scheme wherein Bob applies local unitary operations
randomly, and then measures his observables. After all
the measurements are performed, Alice and Bob postselect correct context-dependent local unitarily evolved
states via classical communication (CC). By this procedure, Alice and Bob can achieve maximum possible
correlation (i.e. 4) between their observables. However,
this
√ does not contradict the Tsirelson quantum bound
(2 2), as the latter has been derived without taking into
consideration the context-dependent local unitary evolutions and/or post-selection [5,8].
As an important application, our new scheme leads
to a more efﬁcient and more sensitive (to eavesdropping) quantum key distribution (QKD) protocol. QKD
or quantum cryptography is a provably secure protocol
using which private key bits can be generated between
two parties over a public channel [5]. Security of QKD
protocols is based on the fact that an eavesdropper
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cannot steal the information without disturbing the
quantum state [9–23]. Suppose Alice wants to send Bob
a secret message ‘Hi’. They somehow have shared a
secret key ‘qw’ (e.g. they met personally in the past and
shared (but this is not always feasible) or via QKD).
Alice mixes her secret message with the secret key
(encryption) and obtains ‘Hi + qw = rd’. Alice sends
‘rd’ to Bob over a public channel. Then Bob decrypts
the message to retrieve the original secret message:
‘rd − qw = Hi’.
There are many types of QKD protocols, chief among
them are as follows: BB84 [24] and its variants (not
based on Bell’s theorem for security) [5,25–27], Ekert’s
[28] QKD protocol and its variants [29,30], and deviceindependent QKD protocols which use entanglement
and/or violation of Bell’s inequality for their security [9,23,31–34], QKD via orthogonal states [35,36],
(semi)counterfactual QKD protocols [9,37–39], continuous variable QKD protocols [9,40–44] and doing QKD
considering noise in the channel [45,46].
Our space–time (ST) QKD protocol exploits violation
of Bell’s inequality for security. In our ST QKD protocol, half of the total resource (singlets) corresponds to
the correct context-dependent unitarily evolved states.
A small randomly chosen subset of this is utilised to
test for eavesdropping, and the remaining large portion
is utilised for secret key bits generation. We are going
to show that our ST QKD protocol is more efﬁcient (in
terms of resource (singlets) and CC required to generate
a given amount of secret key bits), and more sensitive (to
eavesdropping) than Ekert’s and Wigner’s QKD protocols. QKD has become important, because the security
of public key distribution protocols, like RSA, is under
threat with the advent of quantum computers, which can
ﬁnd the prime factors of large numbers in polynomial
time (Shor’s algorithm) [5,47].
In §2 we describe the ST Bell-CHSH test using postselection. In §3 we propose our ST QKD protocol and
compare it with the other existing QKD protocols, and
ﬁnally we summarise and conclude in §4.

2. ST Bell-CHSH test
Let Alice and Bob share N number of singlets:
√
√
|S0  = (|01 − |10)/ 2 = −(|+− − |−+)/ 2,
where |0, |1 are eigenkets of Pauli-z matrix σz with
eigenvalues
+1, −1, respectively, and |± = (|0 ±
√
|1)/ 2. Alice’s and Bob’s clocks are synchronised and
their measurement events are space-like separated. At
time t = t jA , Alice measures locally the observable
A = σz ⊗ I or C = σx ⊗ I
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on her jth qubit state (i.e. she measures σz or σx on her
qubit state), according to the outcome of an unbiased
coin toss, j = 1, 2, . . . , N , I is the 2×2 identity matrix.
Immediately after Alice’s measurement, Bob applies the
unitary operator


π σy
U±y = exp ∓ i
(1)
4 2
to his jth qubit state where Uk is chosen randomly from
the set {U+y , U−y } with probability {1/2, 1/2}, respectively, j = 1, 2, . . . , N . Then at time t = t jB (>t jA ),
Bob measures locally the observable
√
B = −I ⊗ (σz + σx )/ 2
√
or D = I ⊗ (σz − σx )/ 2
on his jth qubit state, according to the outcome of an
unbiased coin toss, j = 1, 2, . . . , N [5].
Bob knows each of the N number of t jA ’s. As collapse
is instantaneous (which is evident from the violation of
spatial Bell-CHSH inequality [48,49]), Bob can carry
out his operations immediately after Alice measures.
We have the following eigenvalue equations:
σz |0 = |0,

σz |1 = −|1, σx |± = ±|±,

−(σz + σx )
|± B = ±|± B ,
√
2
σz − σ x
|± D = ±|± D ,
√
2

(2)

where
|+ B = cos(θ1 /2)|0 + eiπ sin(θ1 /2)|1,
|− B = cos(θ2 /2)|0 + sin(θ2 /2)|1,
|+ D = cos(θ2 /2)|0 + eiπ sin(θ2 /2)|1,
|− D = cos(θ1 /2)|0 + sin(θ1 /2)|1.

(3)

θ1 = π − π/4, θ2 = π/4. Quantum mechanically, the
values of measurement outcomes a, c, b, d (= ±1, the
eigenvalues) of observables A, C, B, D, respectively,
are not preassigned before the measurement process.
b, d depends on Alice’s choice of observable, even
though their measurement events are space-like separated. Measurement creates reality [50–55].
When Alice measures A locally, if her qubit collapses
to |0 or |1, then Bob’s qubit always collapses instantaneously to |1 or |0, respectively (spatial correlation
due to entanglement). Similarly, when Alice measures
C locally, if her qubit collapses to |±, then Bob’s qubit
collapses to |∓.
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2.1 Post-selected perfectly (anti)correlated
subensembles
After N measurements, they select (via CC) the following four (out of eight) subensembles (Ei , i =
1, 2, 3, 4) which correspond to applying correct contextdependent local unitary evolutions (U±y ):
(E1 ) Alice had measured A, then Bob had evolved his
qubit state under the unitary U+y (i.e. counterclockwise rotation about the y-axis by 45◦ on
the Bloch sphere) to get U+y |1 = |+ B or
U+y |0 = |− B , and then Bob had measured
B. Then the product of measurement outcomes
becomes ab = +1 × +1 = 1 or ab =
−1 × −1 = 1. Hence knowing b, Bob can
know a, i.e. a = b (perfectly correlated). Hence
A(t A )B1 (t B ) = 1 = ab1 , where Bi , Di
represent the association of B, D, respectively,
with unitary evolution Uμi , i = 1, 2, μ1 =
+y, μ2 = −y, and bi , di are measurement
outcomes corresponding to Bi , Di , respectively,
i = 1, 2. More rigorously, the joint probability
of Alice getting outcome a in a measurement of
A and Bob, after applying U+y , getting outcome
b in a measurement of B is given by
p(a, b|U+y )
(2)

(2)

(2)

= Tr(Bb U+y Aa(1) ρ0 Aa(1) (U+y )† )

(4)

[56,57], where a, b = +1, −1, ρ0 = |S0 S0 |,
(1)

(1)

A+1 = |00| ⊗ I, A−1 = |11| ⊗ I,
(2)

(2)

B±1 = I ⊗ |± B ±| B , U±y = I ⊗ U±y ,

⇒ A(t A )B1 (t B )

p(a, b|U+y ) ab = 1 = ab1 ,
=
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A(t A )D2 (t B ) = −1 = ad2 . More rigorously,
the joint probability of Alice getting outcome a
in a measurement of A and Bob, after applying
U−y , getting outcome d in a measurement of D
is given by
p(a, d|U−y )
(2)

(2)

(2)

= Tr(Dd U−y Aa(1) ρ0 Aa(1) (U−y )† ),

(6)

where a, d = +1, −1, and
(2)

D±1 = I ⊗ |± D ±| D ⇒ A(t A )D2 (t B )

=
p(a, d|U−y ) ad = −1 = ad2 , (7)
a,d

where
p(a = +1, d = +1|U−y )
= p(a = −1, d = −1|U−y ) = 0,
p(a = +1, d = −1|U−y )
= p(a = −1, d = +1|U−y ) = 1/2.
(E3 ) Alice had measured C, then Bob had evolved
his qubit state under the unitary U−y to get
U−y |− = |+ B or U−y |+ = |− B , and then
he had measured B. Then the product of measurement outcomes becomes cb = +1 × +1 =
1 or cb = −1 × −1 = 1. ⇒ c = b (perfectly
correlated). Hence C(t A )B2 (t B ) = 1 = cb2 .
More rigorously, the joint probability of Alice
getting outcome c in a measurement of C and
Bob, after applying U−y , getting outcome b in
a measurement of B is given by
p(c, b|U−y )
(2)

(5)

a,b

where
p(a = +1, b = +1|U+y )

= p(a = −1, b = +1|U+y ) = 0.
(E2 ) Alice had measured A, then Bob had evolved his
qubit state under the unitary U−y (i.e. clockwise
rotation about the y-axis by 45◦ on the Bloch
sphere) to get U−y |1 = |− D or U−y |0 =
|+ D , and then he had measured D. Then
the product of measurement outcomes becomes
ad = +1 × −1 = −1 or ad = −1 × +1 = −1.
⇒ a = −d (perfectly anticorrelated). Hence

(2)

(8)

where c, b = +1, −1, and
(1)

C±1 = |±±| ⊗ I ⇒ C(t A )B2 (t B )

=
p(c, b|U−y )cb = 1 = cb2 ,

= p(a = −1, b = −1|U+y ) = 1/2,
p(a = +1, b = −1|U+y )

(2)

= Tr(Bb U−y Cc(1) ρ0 Cc(1) (U−y )† ),

(9)

c,b

where
p(c = +1, b = +1|U−y )
= p(c = −1, b = −1|U−y ) = 1/2,
p(c = +1, b = −1|U−y )
= p(c = −1, b = +1|U−y ) = 0.
(E4 ) Alice had measured C, Bob had evolved his
qubit state under the unitary U+y to get U+y |−
= |+ D or U+y |+ = |− D , and then he had
measured D. Then the product of measurement
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outcomes becomes cd = +1 × +1 = 1 or
cd = −1 × −1 = 1. ⇒ c = d (perfectly correlated). Hence C(t A )D1 (t B ) = 1 = cd1 . More
rigorously, the joint probability of Alice getting
outcome c in a measurement of C and Bob, after
applying U+y , getting outcome d in a measurement of D is given by
p(c, d|U+y )
(2)

(2)

(2)

= Tr(Dd U+y Cc(1) ρ0 Cc(1) (U+y )† ),

(10)

where
c, d = +1, −1 ⇒ C(t A )D1 (t B )

=
p(c, d|U+y )cd = 1 = cd1 ,

(11)

c,d

and
p(c = +1, d = +1|U+y )
= p(c = −1, d = −1|U+y ) = 1/2,
p(c = +1, d = −1|U+y )
= p(c = −1, d = +1|U+y ) = 0.
Now substituting the above expectation values into
the ST Bell-CHSH term, we obtain
I Q  = A(t A )B1 (t B ) + C(t A )B2 (t B )
+C(t A )D1 (t B ) − A(t A )D2 (t B ) = 4
= ab1 + cb2 + cd1 − ad2 = I Q ,

(12)

which is the maximum possible violation of classical
(local) upper bound 2. I Q takes only one value, i.e. 4.
Hence I Q  = I Q = 4 (i.e. there is no variance/error
in experimentally evaluating the expectation value).
√
I Q  = 4 does not contradict the Tsirelson bound (2 2)
[5,8], because local unitary evolutions are involved, and
Alice and Bob are post-selecting the correct contextdependent local unitarily evolved subensembles. Both
of these are not considered in deriving the Tsirelson
bound.
There are two context dependencies here: (1) Whether
Bob measures B in the context of A or in the context of
C (A and C do not commute). This context dependency
manifests as non-local correlation over space, as measurement events are space-like separated [50,51,54,55].
Similar is the context
√ dependency for D. This results
in 2 < I Q  ≤ 2 2. (2) The context-dependent local
unitary operations that Bob applies to his qubit states, as
described above. This boosts the non-local correlation
over space that is already present, to the maximum extent
possible. If there was no non-local correlation over space
(like in classical scenario), then unitary evolution cannot
boost the correlation any further. Hence, even though
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there is no entanglement during unitary evolution, we
are able to boost the correlation as there was entanglement (correlation) prior to unitary evolution. The state
of Bob’s qubit gets maximally (anti)correlated (with
respect to measurement outcomes) with
√ that of Alice’s,
as Bob applies U±y . This results in 2 2 < I Q  ≤ 4.
In other words, during unitary evolution, Bob’s qubit
evolves into such a state that measurement outcomes of
Alice and Bob gets perfectly (anti)correlated.
As the singlet state |S0  is Bell non-local, it is
also Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) steerable. This is
because the Bell non-locality implies EPR steerability
[58–60]. Further in our protocol, Alice and Bob use CC
for post-selecting the correct context-dependent local
unitarily evolved subensembles, and Bob uses local unitary operations only. Hence, the operations used by
Alice and Bob (i.e. local operation with classical communication (LOCC)) are the natural free operations of
the resource theory of entanglement [61].
Further, note that if we calculate the expectation
values without post-selecting the strongly correlated
subensembles„ then we obtain I Q  = 2. This is
because the strong correlation built up due to correct context-dependent U±y is destroyed by the wrong
context-dependent U±y
√ . If we do not apply U±y at all,
then we get I Q  = 2 2 [5].

3. A more efﬁcient and more sensitive ST QKD
protocol
In the aforementioned ST Bell-CHSH test, Alice and
Bob use a small portion of subensembles E1 –E4 to test
for eavesdropping/noise in the quantum channel. The
remaining large portion of the subensembles E1 –E4 is
used for secret key bits generation. Note that to separate
the subensembles E1 –E4 from E5 –E8 (which correspond
to states evolved under wrong context-dependent U±y ),
they need to publicly announce only their sequence of
random choice of observables, and Bob’s sequence of
random choice of U+y , U−y , but not their measurement
outcomes.
3.1 Test for eavesdropping
Alice and Bob test for eavesdropping as follows: They
publicly announce a few sets of measurement outcomes
chosen randomly from the subensembles E1 –E4 , and
look for their perfect correlation (a = b1 , c = b2 ,
c = d1 ) and perfect anticorrelation (a = −d2 ).
Perfect correlation/anticorrelation in each set of measurement outcomes is possible if and only if particles
were maximally entangled in each set (which implies
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no eavesdropping). They can also look for I Q  = 4, as
it does not require an ensemble (∵ I Q  = I Q (eq. (12)),
and hence a minimum of four sets of measurement outcomes are sufﬁcient to calculate I Q ), unlike in Ekert’s
and Wigner’s protocols which require an ensemble of
large number of sets of measurement outcomes (table 1).
If they obtain a perfect correlation/anticorrelation in
more than, say, n (threshold value considering noise in
the channel) sets of measurement outcomes, then they
can safely conclude that there was no eavesdropping,
and hence they can generate secret key bits. Else they
have to discard the keys and start afresh.
3.2 Secret key bits generation

Page 5 of 8
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N /2 + N /2 = N bits of CC to publicly announce his
sequence of random choice of U+y , U−y . They choose,
say, ﬁrst, last or middle  N out of N /2 measurements
which correspond to correct context-dependent unitarily evolved states to test for eavesdropping (no need
to choose it randomly, because the N /2 measurements
which correspond to correct context-dependent unitarily evolved states are themselves random). In fact, they
can choose any consecutive  N out of N /2 measurements which correspond to correct context-dependent
unitarily evolved states to test for eavesdropping. Hence,
one of them requires  N bits of CC to announce the
corresponding measurement outcomes to test for eavesdropping. Hence total CC required is N (3 + ) =
2M(3 + )/(1 − 2) bits.

If there was no eavesdropping, then they can generate secret key bits using the remaining large portion of
subensembles E1 –E4 (whose outcomes are not publicly
announced) as follows: Bob knows whether B has been
measured in the context of A or C. Similarly D. Further a = b1 , c = b2 , c = d1 (perfectly correlated).
Hence, both Alice’s and Bob’s measurement outcomes
will be either +1 or −1. Hence, they directly obtain
the keys, whereas a = −d2 (perfectly anticorrelated).
Hence, if Alice’s outcome is ±1, then Bob’s outcome
will be ∓1. Hence, one of them has to invert to obtain
the keys.

BB84 QKD protocol (a variant of BB84 with entangled photons (see ref. [25])): Alice and Bob use two
observables each [25]. Hence, each requires approximately N /2+ N /2 = N bits of CC to publicly announce
their sequence of random choice of observables. To
test for eavesdropping they require  N bits of CC as
in ST QKD protocol. Hence, the total CC required is
N (2 + ) = 2M(2 + )/(1 − 2) bits. These are tabulated in table 1.

3.3 Amount of CC required

We deﬁne sensitivity S of a protocol (which uses violation of Bell type of inequalities for its security) to

Ekert QKD protocol: Alice and Bob use three observables each [25]. They assign 0, 1, 00 to their observables. Hence, each requires approximately N /3+N /3+
2N /3 = 4N /3 bits of CC to publicly announce their
sequence of random choice of observables. To test for
eavesdropping, one of them has to announce their measurement outcomes of four subensembles out of nine,
which requires 4N /9 bits of CC. Hence, the total CC
required is 28N /9 = 14M bits (because N = M/K
where K and M are deﬁned in table 1).
Wigner QKD protocol: Alice and Bob use two observables each [25]. They assign 0, 1 to their observables.
Hence, each requires approximately N /2 + N /2 = N
bits of CC to publicly announce their sequence of
random choice of observables. To test for eavesdropping,
one of them has to announce their measurement outcomes of three subensembles out of four, which requires
3N /4 bits of CC. Hence, total CC required is 11N /4 =
11M bits.
ST QKD protocol: Alice and Bob use two observables
each. Hence, each requires approximately N /2+N /2 =
N bits of CC to publicly announce their sequence of
random choice of observables. Further, Bob requires

3.4 Sensitivity to eavesdropping

Table 1. Ek, Wi, ST, and B stand for Ekert, Wigner, ST
and BB84 QKD protocols, respectively. Fraction of the total
resource distributed for various purposes (columns 2–5): key
(K ):= for secret key bits generation, test (T ):= to test for
eavesdropping, discard (D):= not used for anything, wastage
(W = T + D):= total amount of wastage [25]. N is the number of singlets (|S0 ’s) required to generate M bits of secret
key (M = N K ). CC:= total amount of CC (in bits) required
to generate M bits of secret key (see §3.3). S is the sensitivity to eavesdropping (eq. (13)). First three QKD protocols are
based on Bell’s theorem. E:= requires an ensemble of large
number of |S0 s to test for eavesdropping (see §3.1 and 3.4
for explanation). 0 < 
1/2.
K

T

D

4
3
(E)
9
9
3
(E) 0
Wi 1/4
4
1
1
ST
−

2
2
1
1
B
−

2
2

Ek

2/9

W

N

CC

S

7/9

9M
2

14M

0.41

3/4

4M

11M

0.04

1
2M
+
2
1 − 2
1
2M
+
2
1 − 2

2M(3 + )
1 − 2
2M(2 + )
1 − 2

1
–
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eavesdropping as follows:
S =

max{|I Q |} − |Classical bound|
.
|Algebraic bound| − |Classical bound|

(13)

If max{|I Q |} = |Classical bound|, then S = 0, i.e.
not at all sensitive to eavesdropping as required. Greater
the difference between quantum upper bound and classical upper bound, stronger is the non-classical/quantum
correlation in the state. As quantum correlation is very
sensitive to eavesdropping, grater violation of Bell type
of inequalities implies more sensitivity for eavesdropping.
In Ekert’s QKD protocol
√
max{|I Q |} = 2 2, |Classical bound| = 2,
|Algebraic bound| = 4
and hence
S = 0.414 [25].

In Wigner’s QKD protocol
max{|I Q |} = | − 1/8|,
|Classical bound| = 0,
|Algebraic bound| = | − 3|
and hence
S = 0.0417 [25].

In our ST QKD protocol
max{|I Q |} = 4 (see eq.(12)),
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Ekert’s and Wigner’s QKD protocols. Hence, when M
is small (i.e. only a small amount of secret key bits are
required), only ST and BB84 are economical.
Further, we note that if Bob can store his qubit states
in quantum memory till Alice publicly announces her
sequence of random choice of measurement observables, then all entries in discard (D) column (table 1)
can be made zero. Consequently, more key bits can be
generated in Ekert, ST and BB84 . But storing quantum
states against decoherence is a great challenge.
Finally, it is important to note that one can also observe
the violation of Bell inequality greater than 2, and even
up to its algebraic bound 4, due to loop holes (such as
locality loop hole, detection or fair-sampling loop hole,
using faked-state technique, etc.) in performing the Bell
test as well [62–64]. However, in this paper, all our theoretical calculations are based on the assumption that
there will not be any such loop holes in performing the
Bell test. Hence, the algebraic bound 4, which we were
able to achieve, was not due to any kind of such loop
holes. Further, note that in our protocol, Alice and Bob
are post-selecting with respect to their choice of measurement observables only, but not with respect to their
measurement outcomes. In the ST-QKD protocol, Alice
and Bob publicly announce their choice of measurement
observables only, but not their measurement outcomes,
and then post-select accordingly. Hence, the violation
of Bell inequality, which Alice and Bob achieve (which
is up to 4), is not due to fair-sampling loop hole (this
corresponds to post-selecting with respect to measurement outcomes [64,65]). If it were so, then our protocol
could not have been used for QKD.

|Classical bound| = 2, |Algebraic bound| = 4,
and hence S = 1 (maximum sensitivity). These are
tabulated in table 1.
A comparison of our ST QKD protocol with other
QKD protocols is given in table 1. It is evident from the
table that ST QKD protocol is more efﬁcient (in terms of
resource N and CC required to generate a given amount
of secret key bits), and more sensitive (to eavesdropping) than Ekert’s and Wigner’s QKD protocols. This is
achieved at the cost of introducing a simple local unitary evolution. ST is as efﬁcient as BB84 in all aspects
except in the CC required (but BB84 belongs to a different group, i.e. it is not based on Bell’s theorem).
In Ekert’s and Wigner’s QKD protocols, the constraint T × N ≫ 1 (T, N are deﬁned in table 1)
must be satisﬁed to kill the error/variance in calculating
expectation values corresponding to Bell’s inequality
(hence large ensemble measurement is necessary). But
it is not required in ST QKD protocol as the products
ab1 = +1, cb2 = +1, cd1 = +1, ad2 = −1 (eq. (12))
always (i.e. no variance in these products), unlike in

4. Summary and conclusion
We showed that if we insert context-dependent local
unitary evolutions into the normal Bell test, then it is
possible to violate ST Bell-CHSH inequality maximally
(i.e. up to 4). The correct context dependency can be
achieved via post-selection. We presented a scheme to
boost the correlation over space to the maximum extent
possible (i.e. 4) via local unitary evolutions and subsequent CC (i.e. post-selection).
This does not contradict
√
Tsirelson bound (2 2), as the latter does not take into
consideration unitary evolutions and/or post-selection.
Further, we showed that this leads to a more efﬁcient
and more sensitive (to eavesdropping) ST QKD protocol. ST QKD protocol is far efﬁcient and economical
in terms of resource (singlets, CC) required to generate a given amount of secret key bits, than Ekert’s and
Wigner’s QKD protocols. This can be achieved at the
cost of introducing a simple local unitary evolution (i.e.
±45◦ rotation about the y-axis on the Bloch sphere).
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However, compared to BB84 (i.e. modiﬁed BB84), the
ST QKD protocol is less efﬁcient only in one aspect,
i.e. CC required, and in other aspects it is the same as
BB84 . We also showed that when the amount of secret
key bits to be generated is small, only ST and BB84
QKD protocols are economical.
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